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The Early Iroquoian Occupations of the Burlington Area
Gary Warrick, Ministry of Transportation
This month's speaker is the southcentral regional archaeologist for the Ministry of
Transportation. Gary will provide us with a summary of work his crew did on two Early
Ontario Iroquoian sites this past summer, and place those sites within the broader
context of Early Iroquoian development in the part of the Province. As we all know, the
meeting will be at the Museum of Indian Archaeology, Thursday, November 8th at 8PM.
See you there!
Annual London Chapter Christmas Party
3ust a quick reminder: this year's Christmas Party is scheduled for Saturday,
December 1st, at the home of Pat Weatherhead and Les Howard (302-261 Platts Lane,
London), starting at 6 PM. For more information, see inside.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
The good news is that the Executive has more or less settled down now, with all
positions currently filled. The bad news is that we are fast approaching the end of the
year, and so we are now looking for London Chapter members who would be willing to
stand as a candidate for the 1991 London Chapter Executive. Experience isn't critical,
just enthusiasm or an ability to fake it! This year the Nominating Committee chair is
Neal Ferris, and anyone willing to run for the London Chapter Executive should notify
Neal at 432-2165 (evenings), or 433-8401 (days).
After considering the logistics and possible sources of funding for a Chapter
project tied into the 1991 Girl Guide's of Canada international jamboree, the Executive
decided that this kind of project would be better suited for an institution which has the
infrastructure in place to deal with such an undertaking. Nonetheless, the Executive
would like to thank Tom Arnold for all the time and effort he put into this project.
Don't forget, the Boreal Forest and Sub-Arctic Archaeology volume is in and
copies are going fast. If you want one (and this will prove to be a great companion to
the Prehistory of Southern Ontario volume), or if you've ordered one and haven't yet
received your copy, please contact a member of the Executive soon. And speaking of
The Archaeology of Southern Ontario to A.D. 1650, Chris and Neal report that all
chapters have now been received in final form, and Neal reports that the first five
chapters of the volume have been turned over to the printer for production. Most
importantly of all, they still say that the volume may be ready as early as late
December...of this year! This consistency in release date predictions over the last few
months is most encouraging.

ANNOUNCEMENT
To the Friends and Colleagues of Mayer,
pleasure of your company is requested at
16th, 1990 (5:OOPM to 8:OOPM), at our
London. Wine and Cheese will be served,
November 9th).

Poulton and Associates Incorporated. The
our Seventh Anniversary Party, November
facilities, 1265 Commissioners Road West
dress is informal. RSVP: 519-657-4800 (by

SOCIAL REPORT
Yes, it is that time of year again. On Saturday, December 1st, the London
Chapter will be hosting its Annual Christmas Party. This year's venue is the home of
Pat Weatherhead and Les Howard, at 302-261 Platts Lane, London, beginning at 6 P.M.
As always the Chapter will provide the Turkey and Fixings, while members are asked to
please bring a dish or plate of goodies. Please call Pat at 438-4817 for further details.
EDITOR'S REPORT
This month a preliminary report on the Late Prehistoric Neutral sites Bill
Fiztzgerald excavated a few years back in south Wellington County. The Raymond Reid
and Ivan Elliot sites give an unique opportunity for examining community development in
a part of the Province that until recently has received little in the way of formal
investigations. Don't forget to keep those newsletter submissions coming in!

Preliminary Observations On The Ivan Elliot (AiHa-16) Village and the Raymond Reid
(AiHa-4) Hamlet, Wellington County, Ontario
William R. Fitzgerald'
Introduction
Under archaeological licences 83-51, 84-43, 84-44, 85-41 and 86-39, excavations
were conducted at the 15th century 2.5 hectare (6.25 acre) Ivan Elliot (AiHa-16) village
and the early 16th century 0.6 hectare (1.5 acre) Raymond Reid hamlet (Fitzgerald
1984; Figure 1). When the Ivan Elliot site was reported in 1983 and its extent
determined by a quick visual inspection of the surface distribution of artifacts, it was
presumed that it was the major village to which Raymond Reid was an attendant
satellite. This provisional association was based on their proximity (1.70 kilometres),
size relationship, and similarity of environmental settings (ie. adjacent to hardwood
forest and cedar swamp complexes). The initiation of excavation at Ivan Elliot in 1984
quickly cast doubt on such an association since there were substantive differences
between the settlement, ceramic, lithic, and faunal assemblages.
Once the analyses of these sites are completed, there should be a greater
understanding of late prehistoric Neutral Iroquoian culture, including such aspects as
differences between 15th and 16th century ecological adaptations; longhouse activity
areas; the duration of settlement habitation; and socio-economic differences between
villages and hamlets. This preliminary report, however, intends only to provide a brief
review of the extent of the archaeological investigations conducted at the sites and
some salient observations on certain recoveries.
Environmental Setting
Even today, the character of the terrain of Puslinch Township would at first
glance appear unsupportive of the requirements of large, agriculturally-based
settlements. The township is dominated by the rugged stony ridges of the loose loamy
recessional Gait till moraine system, gravel glacial spillways, and cedar swamps.
Especially south of Guelph along old Highway 6 to Puslinch, and along Highway 401
across Puslinch Township the region is typified by irregularly shaped hills with local
relief in places being as much as thirty metres, and by small enclosed kettle basins,
some of which remain inundated year-round (Chapman and Putnam 1973: 200). Currently
only 50% of the township is reported as crop land (Chapman and Putnam 1973: 67,
200-201) and, on the Dumfries series of soils which constitute a major soil type (Figure
2), steep slopes and stoniness result in less than 40% of the land being used for
cultivation (Hoffman et al 1963: 24). Such an inhibiting physiography is no doubt partly
responsible for the dearth of archaeological research that has been undertaken in this
section of Wellington County. However, associated with the irregular topography of
moraines and spillways are broad, relatively smooth terraces of gravel and sand outwash
along the sides of the valleys and swampy floors (Chapman and Putnam 1973: 199;
Hoffman et al 1963: 12). These attributes are more conducive to the settlement,
horticultural, and faunal needs of Iroquoian occupations. The Guelph series of soils in
the vicinity are also among the best agricultural soils in Ontario: however, the
frequency and steepness of slopes does provide a hindrance to cultivation (Hoffman et al
1963: 25).
It is upon such terraces and flat expanses that the 16th century Raymond Reid
hamlet and the 15th century Ivan Elliot village are respectively situated. Unlike the
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Figure 1: Location of the Ivan Elliot and Raymond Reid Sites.
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Figure 2: The Soils of South Wellington County.

16th and 17th century Neutral Iroquoian occupations of the adjacent Flamborough Sand
Plain and Haldimand Clay Plain which are located in most instances along running
water, this hamlet and village are situated away from flowing water in Puslinch
Township in order to exploit other physiographic criteria - namely flat, generally
well-drained land adjacent to spring-fed cedar swamp and primarily hardwood forest
complexes. The Raymond Reid hamlet is located on a slightly elevated, bowed sandy
terrace no larger than the site itself, between low-lying morraines and a hardwood
forest/cedar swamp complex. The Ivan Elliot village is situated on a large flat plain
with high-relief moraines to the north, east, and south, and a cedar swamp to the west.
Within the site proper, soil conditions change noticeably from Guelph series loam till
immediately at the base of the moraine, which demarcates the eastern boundary of the
village, to the heavier, moderately stony Dumfries sandy loam till.
Raymond Reid Hamlet (Figure 3)
During the summer and fall of 1983 almost the entirety of the hamlet's palisade,
including an entranceway, was delineated. With the 0.6 hectare triangular settlement
five longhouses were completely excavated (Houses 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6), another nearly
completely excavated (House 2), and two others outlined (Houses 7 and 8). In addition,
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Figure 3: Raymond Reid Site Plan.

four shallow refuse deposits were excavated. Since the majority of the hamlet was
excavated in 1983, it was felt that the amount of necessary to complete its excavation
would not infringe upon the primary objective of the 1984 season, that being the
initiation of work at the Ivan Elliot village.
In the early summer of 1984 a crew of three, and occasionally a Gradall,
completed the work on Houses 2, 7 and 8, and recorded a feature south of House 8 that
may have been a drying rack. Later on that summer, with assistance of four more
volunteers, another structure (House 9) was found. Unlike Ivan Elliot (see below), a wide
range in house length was recorded at Raymond Reid, with two houses measuring 15
metres in length, and one house each measuring 16, 19, 20, 22, 28, 37, and 44 metres.
Finally the crew undertook trenching to ascertain what remains, if any, existed in
the low area of the site. Also, further investigation was directed at locating missing
portions of the palisade, and possible peripheral midden deposits. The area to the east
of the sandy ridge upon which the houses were situated is generally inundated with
water in the early spring, and for that reason it was not anticipated that any dwellings
would be located there. Extensive trenching in the low-lying area revealed capped
podzolic soil depressions, some of which contained artifact debris. No indications of
structures were encountered. Due likely to extensive downslope erosion, no remains of
the western section of the palisade were located. Just north of the datum a small
opening in the palisade was identified.
Ivan Elliot Village (Figure 4)
During the fall of 1983 and early spring of 1984, surface examinations were
undertaken of the Ivan Elliot village. Refuse deposits were readily identifiable, outlining
a flat plain of approximately two hectares. Within this area, significant amounts of
artifacts had been ploughed to the surface. Realizing the extent of the settlement, the
1984 research strategy focused on the recovery of an artifact and settlement sample
from a limited and spatially restricted section of the site. The excavation of a
longhouse, a section of palisade, and a refuse deposit was the desired objective. A
combination of surface indicators and the wishes of the landowner resulted in the
choosing of an area of approximately 50 metres square (0.25 hectares) in the
southeastern corner of the four hectare field in which the site was thought to be
restricted. Surface artifacts declined in frequency toward the eastern fence line, and
the base of the slope of the moraine. A midden (Midden A) was readily visible toward
the base of the slope, and it was anticipated that a palisade was responsible for the
sudden decline in the presence of surface artifacts. Once excavations in this area
commenced it became apparent that this eastern area which had been devoid of surface
artifacts had in fact been capped by massive downslope erosion, in places by as much as
60 cm of topsoil. During July and August, excavations resulted in the identification and
partial excavation of three large longhouses. With the assistance of numerous
volunteers, excavations were initiated during the fall on Midden A, a large stratified
refuse deposit adjacent to House 3.
In 1985 excavations continued in the original 50 metre square area and expanded
into the field to the east. House 1 and 2, and Midden A were completely excavated.
House 3 continued to the lot line without ending. Several exploratory trenches were
excavated to the south of House 2 as far as the property line; however, no additional
houses, or indications of a palisade were encountered. Finally, in 1986 work was
restricted to locating the eastern end of House 3. This involved small-scale excavation,
with the structure terminating just across the property line where the terrain began to
rise to the moraine that curved to the north of the house.
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Figure 4: Ivan Elliot Village Longhouse.
At the Ivan Elliot village, a variety of excavation techniques were employed to
maximize data recovery. 1- Unless clearly in a productive artifact zone (based on
surface indicators), the ploughzone (averaging around 15 cm) was removed manually. 2In the eastern portion of the excavation the slope run-off was also removed by shovel.
3- All of the ploughzone above Midden A, and the midden run-off on House 3, was
screened through 1/4" mesh. 4- In the rare situations when intact living floors were
encountered, they were trowelled in one-metre squares or one-metre wide strips across
the house. Generally only 2 cm in thickness, these were either screened or samples were
bagged for subsequent water screening through 1mm mesh. 5- Locations and surface
dimensions of all features and post moulds were recorded, and then profiled at
mid-section. Those features and posts which visually appeared to contain artifacts or
ecofacts (faunal and floral remains) had their contents bagged for later water screening,
since the majority of remains tend to be lost using only 1/4" mesh, especially those that
are preserved in the ash lenses of hearths, pits and middens. 6- The undisturbed portion
of Midden A was excavated by natural depositional levels in one-metre units. All
contents were initially screened through 1/4" mesh to remove rocks and larger artifacts;
however, the screenings were bagged for subsequent water screening. 7- All samples
retained for water screening were processed through 1mm mesh. This procedure was
particularly valuable for the recovery of chert debitage, extremely small and calcined
bone fragments, and floral remains.
Using the various techniques described, a total area of approximately 0.4 hectares
was excavated at Ivan Elliot between 1984 and 1986. The three completely excavated
houses measured 66, 75 and 108 metres in length. Over the duration of the project
significant amounts of time were spent examining the surrounding ploughed fields for
evidence of a locally rumoured cemetery associated with the village. These claims
remained unsubstantiated; however, a few isolated prehistoric findspots were located in
the vicinity.

Preliminary Artifact and Ecofact Observations
Fauna! Differences
Preliminary results of the faunal analyses from the two sites (Fram 1985; Riosa
1984; Wilson 1986; Tables 1 and 2) revealed a significant difference between varieties
of animals that were primarily exploited for subsistence. Unlikely a result of cultural
preference, there would seem to have been some environmental factor that influenced
what species were locally available to the 15th century villagers and later to the
inhabitants of the 16th century hamlet.
Most notable is the difference in the presence of what became a major food
staple during the 16th and 17th centuries. While deer predominated the 16th century
hamlet sample (55.6% of the mammal assemblage), only 1.5% of the mammals identified
from the 15th century village were deer. At the village the most frequently recovered
mammal species was woodchuck (33.4%). Additionally, there was a greater variety of
faunal remains at the village, especially in the selection of small mammals. Conversely,
a small number of large animals (deer, black bear, elk) constituted 75.9% of the mammal
sample from Raymond Reid. By comparison, these three species comprised only 7.8% of
the village's mammal sample.
Settlement Evidence
In addition to notable length and width differences between the Raymond Reid
hamlet and Ivan Elliot village houses, internal morphology differed. A greater
consistency existed between the village houses in shape, wall construction, and internal
refinement than the general heterogeneity that characterized the hamlet structures.
The Ivan Elliot houses all exhibit a similar architechtural pattern. The side walls
were constructed implementing two staggered rows of posts far enough apart to possibly
accomodate horizontally stacked poles. The detailed investigation of the wall "trench"
along a portion of the north wall of House 1 revealed that the inside row of posts were
generally deeper than the exterior row (Figure 5). This pattern suggests that the inside
row supported much of the roof's weight, while the outside row acted as a wedge for
the wall covering. The House 1 refuse-filled "trench" was no more than 20 cm in depth
while some of the posts exceeded 70 cm in depth, indicating that the trench was not
constructed for easing the insertion of wall posts. Internally, large support posts were
located at regular distances from the side walls (ie. 1.5 to 1.75 metres), and three to
four metres apart. Occasionally central support posts were present; however, in
comparison the central corridors tended to remain clear of structural supports.
Conversely, the hamlet structures generally lacked such regularity. While the two
staggered row wall construction was evident, especially in the longer houses, irregular
single rows predominated. While the regularly spaced large side support posts
encountered within the village houses were possibly incorporated as vertical supports
for storage-sleeping platforms, there was no evidence for continuous lateral platforms in
the hamlet houses. When present, platforms were generally no more than 3 metres in
length and defined by intermittent rows of smaller posts located, on average, one metre
inside the wall. Within the hamlet houses, large support posts appear randomly
throughout the interiors but tend to be towards the midline. Compartment size also
appears to differ between the houses of the sites. While on average living sections of
the hamlet houses were divided into compartments of 4 or 5 metres in length and 3.5
metres in width, the well preserved hearth pattern from House 1 at the village suggests
more "spacious" accommodations; averaging almost 7.5 metres in length and 4 metres in

TABLE 1. Ivan Elliot Fauna.

33.4
91
32
11. 8
26
9.6
23
8.5
6.3
17
5.9
16
5.9
16
5.5
15
3.3
9
4
1.5
4
1.5
4
1.5
1. 1
3
1. 1
3
.7
2
.7
2
1
.4
.4
1
1
.4
.4
1
1
.4

Woodchuck
Dog
Snowshoe hare
Muskrat
Eastern chipmunk
Beaver
Black bear
Grey squirrel
Eastern cottontail
Marten
Raccoon
Deer
Mink
Mouse
Wolf
Fisher
Flying squirrel
Shrew
Porcupine

Elk

Red squirrel
Total

X

N

MAMMALS

272

BIRDS

N

%

Ringed merganser
Passenger pigeon
Hood duck
Ruffed grouse
Wild turkey
Ring-necked duck
Blue winged teal
Black duck

13
8
6
5
2
2
1
1

34.2
21.0
15. 8
13.2
5.3
5.3
2.6
2.6

Total

38 100.0

FISH
Walleye
American eel
Brown bullhead
Channel catfish
Rock bass
Tel low perch
Northern pike

12
10
6
5
5
4
2

27.3
22.7
13.6
11.4
11.4
9. 1
4.5

Total

44 100.0

100.3

CLAMS

REPTILES
Painted turtle
Standings turtle
Timber rattlesnake

3
2
1

50.0
33.3
16.7

Total

6

100.0

60.0
40.0

Lady-finger
Eastern elliptic

3
2

Total

5 100.0

TABLE 2. Raymond Reid Fauna.

MAMMALS
White-tailed deer
Black bear
Woodchuck
Canis sp
Beaver
Skunk

Elk

Grey squirrel
Bobcat
Vole
Total

N
140
44
18
17
9
8
7
5
3
I

252

%

55.6
17.5
7. 1
6.7
3.6
3.2
2. 8
2.0
1.2
.4

100.1

FISH
Cyprinidae sp
Sroal1 mouth bass
Esox sp
Brown bullhead
Tel low perch

12
8
5
4
4

36.4
24.2
15. 1
12. 1
12. 1

Total

33

99.9

BIRDS

N

Blue-winged teal
Anserinae sp
Common merganser
Mallard
Whistling swan
Strigidae sp
Colnius sp

9 40.9
4 10.2
3 13.6
2
9. 1
2
9. 1
1
4.5
1
4.5

Total

22

%

99.9

REPTILES
Psuderoys sp

3 100.0

Total

3 100.0
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Figure 5: Ivan Elliot House 1 North Wall Trench and Profile.

TABLE 3.

Ivnn Elliot and Raymond Reid Ceramic Rim Varieties.

Rlra Variety CMacNeish

1952)

Ivan Elliot
(1984 sample)
N
X

Lawson Incised
I.awson Opposed
Pound NecKed
Huron Incised
Lalonde High Collar
Huron Opposed
Pound Blank
Black Necked
Niagara Collared
Sidey Notched
Pound Blank Opponed
Middleport Crlss Cross
Sidey Crossed CNecked)
Fonda Incised
Harminster Crossed
Dutch Hollow Notched
Ontario Horizontal
Durfee Underlined
Syracuse Incised
Miscellaneous High Collared

28
14
13
8
7
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
-

31.5
15.7
14.6
9.0
7.9
3.4
3.4
3.4
2.2
2.2
2.2
1.1
1.1

-

-

2

2.2

TOTALS

89

99.9

Raymond Reid
N

X

37
13
1
8

43,5
15,3
1.2
9.4

4
3
9

4.7
3.5
10.6

3
2
2
1
1
1

3.5
2.4
2.4
1.2
1.2
1.2

85

100. 1

width. This may be a result of less crowding permitted by the building of longer houses.
Overall, two substantially different house construction templates appear to have
been implemented at Raymond Reid and Ivan Elliot. At the village, the staggered two
line post pattern is the standard wall construction technique with well-defined ends
being either rounded or tapered. Large support posts occur at regular distances from
the side walls spaced at consistent intervals. On the other hand, the hamlet houses vary
noticeably in shape, largely due to the diversity in house end shape. The walls of longer
hamlet houses tend to wander, wall construction methods vary (tending toward the
irregular single row), and interiors are haphazardly arranged.
Even though house wall post densities are quite similar among the three houses at
Ivan Elliot and those at Raymond Reid (range = 2.6 to 3.6 posts per linear metre), the
density of features and interior posts within House 1 at Ivan Elliot is suggestive of a
more intensive - long term occupation than either House 2 or 3 at the village or any of
the hamlet houses. Furthermore, the slightly greater wall post density in House 1 is not
attributable to the addition of replacement posts. In most houses the original wall
pattern remains uncluttered with the exception of the eastern third of Houses 2 and 4
at the hamlet. Greater concern for longevity of structure duration is inferred from the
architechtural regularity and sturdiness of the Ivan Elliot village structures compared to
the randomness of the construction of the hamlet dwellings which may have been
intended for relatively short-term occupation. The notable differences in interior post
and feature density between House 1 and the other two structures at the village may be
attributed to House 1 having been constructed before Houses 2 and 3.
Artifact Evidence
The stylistic differences between the pottery, chipped lithic and ceramic pipe
assemblages from the Ivan Elliot village and Raymond Reid hamlet indicate that they
belong to separate cultural periods.
POTTERY (Figures 6-8)
The relatively low coefficient of similarlity (130/200) indicates that there is a
significant difference between ceramic vessel rim morphology and decoration between
the two sites (Table 3). The major similarities and differences can be succinctly
summarized. Both have similarly high occurrences of the simple Lawson rim varieties
(47.2% and 58.8% respectively), but they differ in the frequency of neck decorated
specimens (eg. Pound Necked, Black Necked, Middleport Criss-Cross, Sidey Crossed), as
well as types that are associated with early 16th century sites elsewhere (eg. Huron
Incised and Opposed, Black Necked, Sidey Notched, Sidey Crossed, Fonda Incised, Dutch
Hollow Notched, Durfee Underlined, Syracuse Incised). At Ivan Elliot there is a
significant amount of Middleport period styles (21.3% compared to 5.9% at Raymond
Reid), while the "later" varieties are more frequent at Raymond Reid (32.9% compared
to 19.1% at Ivan Elliot).
Preliminary comparisons of rim samples from the three houses at Ivan Elliot reveal
that while House 1 possessed vessel styles spanning the temporal spectrum, those
recovered from Houses 2 and 3 were restricted to the latter portion of the spectrum.
The presumption That house 1 was occupied over an extended period of time can thus
be supported by both settlement and ceramic evidence. Some time into the occupation
of the Ivan Elliot village when neck decorated ceramics were on the wane, Houses 2 and
3 were constructed on either side of House 1. In addition to the ceramic evidence, the
lower feature density in Houses 2 and 3 suggest that these were not inhabited for as
long a period as House 1.
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CHIPPED LITHICS
Two varieties of projectile points were recovered from the sites: small isosceles
triangles (Middleport Triangular/Nanticoke Triangular) and small notched isosceles
triangles (Middleport Notched/Nanticoke Notched). The latter variety tends to be the
earlier style. In support of the earlier temporal placement of Ivan Elliot, all projectile
points from the hamlet were plain isosceles triangles, whereas a mixture of the two
types were recovered from Raymond Reid.
While a complete analysis of lithic material has yet to be undertaken, a striking
difference is becoming apparent between the hamlet and the village. At the hamlet few
cores or evidence of the preliminary stages of artifact production are evident. The
hamlet chipped lithic sample consists primarily of completed tools and smaller retouch
flakes. Conversely, at the village, all stages of the reduction sequence are present.
CERAMIC PIPES (Figure 9)
The pipe sample from Raymond Reid is small, so meaningful seriational
comparisons between the two sites is impossible. However, conspicuous by its absence at
the hamlet is the chronologically earlier trumpet pipe style.

Figure 9: Ceramic Pipes From Ivan Elliot.
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Radiocarbon Dates and the Temporal Placement of the Sites
Based on ceramic comparisons with prehistoric Neutral and Huron sites, an early
16th century date was initially assigned to the Raymond Reid hamlet (Fitzgerald 1984:
16). From the 1983 excavations at the hamlet three charcoal samples were submitted for
radiocarbon analysis to Teledyne Isotopes (Table 4), and the results tend to support the
ceramically-derived temporal placement.
TABLE 4: Raymond Reid Radiocarbon Dates
Lab //

Context

B.P. Date

Uncalibrated

Calibrated

1-13550
1-13551
1-13552

Midden 3
Midden 1
Midden 2A

460 + 80
430± 80
395 + 75

AD 1490 +_ 80
AD 1520 ± 80
AD 1555 + 75

1330-1630
1340-1645
1410-1630

Unfortunately, no radiocarbon dates have yet been submitted for the Ivan Elliot
site, which would have helped clarify the temporal relationship between it and Raymond
Reid. Nonetheless, ceramic and settlement data from Ivan Elliot does support dating the
site to the 15th century. As well, comparable sites to Ivan Elliot from New York State
with similar longhouses and ceramic assemblages have been raiocarbon dated to the
early part of the 15th century (Timmins 1985).
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